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Regenerative System
●

Living Systems approach
guides design & innovation

●

Collaboration creates
generous systems

●

Restorative
●
Design for Rapid Recovery

Creates conditions conducive
to life (anti-fragile)
Sustainable approach
Decreases energy use
Exploitative approach
Increases energy use

Degenerating System

Regenerative - requires integration with nature
●
Design as nature
●
Lead with living systems mindset
●
Optimizes self organization

●

Creating Degenerative
Conditions

●

Competition create scarcity

●

Fragmented approach to
design, leadership, innovation,
and management

Sustainable
●
Do no harm to future generations
Green
●
Relative improvement
Conventional Practice & Mindset
●
Compliance to avoid legal action

World views and deep
background
assumptions -

They have the power to shape our
behaviors, the structure and
processes we create, and the
attention we pay to certain things.
They can be unconscious or
conscious
Change can be rapid if there is a
shift in worldview or assumptions
These shifts open us up to new
ways of thinking and more
possibilities

CLOSED
SYSTEMS
•Control is possible
•Number of variables
remain constant
•Systems and events
are discrete

OPEN SYSTEMS
•Dynamic movement
•Influence through
attraction and
nudging
•Number of variables
keep expanding
•Systems are
interconnected not
separate (i.e. social,
environmental,
economic, health,
etc.)

Critical Shift #1: Closed to Open Systems

SEPARATE
•
•
•

Supports selfinterest as primary
interest
Oppressive impact
“In an
interdependent
society, if anyone
fails, we all fail”
- Kathleen Allen
Leading from the
Roots (2019)

CONNECTED
•
•

•
•

Sees connections and
interdependencies
Intricate
interdependencies
create systemic
integrity and
evolution of the
whole
Individual actions
impact and affect
others
Enlightened self
interest

Critical Shift #2: Separate to Connected

LIVING
SYSTEMS

INERT
SYSTEMS

•Based in equity

•Parts of the system are
inert
•Objects are designed to be
exploited
•Objects can be controlled
•Designed to serve the
needs of the one
exploiting

•Requires
consultation
•Reciprocity
•Recognition of
decision-making
rights

•When we see nature as an
object, we can exploit and
extract from it without
regard to the damage that
is done

Critical Shift #3: Inert to Living Systems
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SHORT-TERM
THINKING

•Discrete unconnected
events
•Solutions based on
near term results
•Only pay attention to
immediate feedback
loops
•Loose sight of how
actions impact the
whole system
•Focus on getting the
project done

LONG-TERM THINKING
AND ACTION
•Streams of events with
patterns
•Changes the kind of
feedback you look for
•Perspective and
evaluation of actions
are measured on the
impact on the whole
system
•Connect time – past to
present, present to
future

Critical Shift #4: Short-term to Long-term Thinking

What changes when
we see the world as
open, connected,
long-term, and living?
•
•
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Sandhill and Sun Ranch
As we launch new experiments
going forward, what happens
when we imagine them with
these worldview shifts in
mind?

